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Abstract
This study demonstrates how localization and homogenization can co-occur in different
aspects of smartphone usage. Smartphones afford individualization of media behavior:
users can begin, end, or switch between countless tasks anytime, but this individualization is shaped by shared environments such that smartphone usage may be similar
among those who share such environments but contain differences, or localization,
across environments or regions. Yet for all users, smartphone screen interactions are
bounded and guided by nearly identical smartphone interfaces, suggesting that smartphone usage may be similar or homogenized across all individuals regardless of environment. We study homogenization and localization by comparing the temporal, visual, and
experiential composition of screen activity among individuals in three dissimilar media
environments—the United States, China, and Myanmar—using one week of screenshot
data captured passively every 5 s by the novel Screenomics framework. We ﬁnd that
overall usage levels are consistently dissimilar across media environments, while metrics
that depend more on moment-level decisions and user-interface design do not vary signiﬁcantly across media environments. These results suggest that quantitative research on
homogenization and localization should analyze behavior driven by user interfaces and
by contextually determined parameters, respectively.
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Introduction
At any moment, smartphone users can begin, end, or switch between countless tasks
on a single screen (Goggin, 2010). However, individuals with shared environments
are more likely to share in the characteristics of their media behavior; hence, individualization implies localization of smartphone usage style, with individuals
sharing more in common with group members than with out-group members
(Keller, 2002; Van Alstyne & Brynjolfsson, 2005). However, all smartphone
users’ screen interactions are bounded and guided by nearly identical smartphone
interfaces (Sundar & Oh, 2019). This may constrain device use, making smartphone
usage style homogenized across individuals regardless of shared traits or environments (Jenkins, 2004; Punathambekar & Mohan, 2019). Hence, our devices
present a paradoxical duality: they may amplify both uniqueness and similarity
across groups.
We shed light on this duality at a granular level by comparing the temporal and
visual composition of screen activity among smartphone users in three dissimilar
media environments—the United States, China, and Myanmar—using one week
of screenshot log data captured passively every 5 s that smartphone devices are
turned on. Speciﬁcally, we establish for the ﬁrst time that homogenization and localization act simultaneously on different factors of smartphone use. To do so, we
make use of a basic insight: all smartphone behaviors logically lie on a spectrum
ranging from the most to least associated with local inﬂuences and constraints,
such as media infrastructure, device availability, economic wealth, and political
censorship. Hereafter, we refer to these inﬂuences and constraints collectively as
contextually determined parameters. We do not aim to enumerate these parameters
nor make claims about any speciﬁc countries, but we do assume that strong variations in these parameters taken together are more likely to moderate some aspects of
screen activity (e.g., total screentime in a week) than aspects that are based on
moment-level decisions and even user-interface design (e.g., the average duration
of a usage session). Our analysis ﬁnds that the former set of metrics indeed
shows pronounced dissimilarity across environments (i.e., localization), while the
latter does not.
Our analysis expands the literature with several methodological innovations. Our
screenshot-based log data enable an analysis of media usage that cuts across applications
and tasks (Reeves et al., 2021). We develop this asset into metrics that summarize the
temporal and visual features of smartphone usage, including the as-yet uninvestigated
relationship between visual entropy and temporal “depth” in a usage session. Finally,
to automatically sort millions of smartphone screenshots into meaningful visual categories, we synthesize image-based unsupervised machine learning, deep learning, and
human validation.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second section offers a theoretical
framework for understanding localization and homogenization. The third section
describes our methodological approach and the details of our data and sample. The
fourth section describes our results, and the ﬁfth section discusses and contextualizes
our ﬁndings.
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Research background & theoretical framework
Localization
Broadly, localization refers to how media technology’s affordances are adapted in different ways by different groups of people (Mansell, 2012, 2017; Postill, 2008; Price, 2002;
Schiller, 1976). In its most basic form, this can be measured in overall usage. People use
technology more or less often according to how useful the technology is to them personally (Bagozzi, 2007; Bagozzi et al., 1992), and that usefulness is moderated by a host of
contextually determined parameters, such as the amount of accessible content, the utility
of the device to a user’s particular needs, and social customs and manners (e.g.,
Campbell, 2007; Mante, 2002). In other words, boundaries in society inﬂuence how
we make use of device ﬂexibility (Kappos & Rivard, 2008).
The more that users are able to individualize how they use a technology, the more that
traits speciﬁc to a group can manifest in usage behavior, assuming commonalities among
members of a group and dissimilarities between groups (Keller, 2002; Van Alstyne &
Brynjolfsson, 2005). The smartphone in particular is a prime candidate technology for
localization, due to its unprecedented ﬂexibility and the implications of its ﬂexibility
for individualization of usage styles (Kang & Sundar, 2016; Reeves et al., 2021;
Turow, 2011). As with any digital computer, smartphone devices are meta-media; they
afford the representation and recombination of other forms of media (Kay & Goldberg,
1977). The Internet, smartphones, and social media have layered experience into increasingly complex and idiosyncratic combinations of form and content (Jensen, 2011).
Mediated tasks have become more fragmented as users actively weave together radically
different short segments. For example, smartphone users can stop a movie to answer a
text for 10 s, then play a game before resuming the movie (Reeves et al., 2021).
Under the localization paradigm, researchers in mobile communication have compared self-reported smartphone usage across distinct groups of people, ﬁnding that location is connected to content selection, self-reported screentime, and mobile phone
etiquette (Baron & Segerstad, 2010; Campbell, 2007; Mante, 2002). However, localization can be deceptively complex to measure granularly, owing again to the ﬂexibility of
the smartphone. Consider these examples from our corpus of screenshot logs (detailed in
full in the third section), each capturing roughly an hour of usage on a Saturday night in
2017 in very different locations:
On May 27th at 9:32 PM, subject #20 in Los Angeles turned on the phone screen, switched
away from a YouTube hip-hop playlist, and opened up Instagram. An auto-repair company’s
ad on Instagram led to three minutes of examining the company’s proﬁle, before the user
searched for a residential address on Google, spending three minutes evaluating the real
estate of the address via mobile browser.
On July 15th at 9:53 PM, subject #12 in Yangon, Myanmar, played the game “Clash of
Clans” for one minute until the game application crashed, then opened Facebook
Messenger and checked new messages, replied to a goodnight text, played “Clash of
Clans” for 12 minutes, opened Facebook, checked general notiﬁcations, then navigated to
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the Facebook News Feed, and spent several more minutes browsing photos and other apps
before shutting down for the night.
On August 19th at 9:00 PM, subject #51 in China spent 10 minutes in a group chat on
WeChat before navigating to Sogou Browser and then began to read an e-book. Four
minutes later, a notiﬁcation from a friend via WeChat about an ongoing sale initiated 10
minutes of online shopping on the Taobao shopping app, followed by 10 minutes of discussion with customer service, before spending hours reading the e-book.

These vignettes demonstrate how a measurement of localization can depend undesirably on the level of analysis implicitly selected by the researcher. For example, the subjects each used different particular apps that are common to their local context, but the
categories of apps they used were fairly universal. Hence, we approach our localization
measures very carefully by focusing mainly on the temporal and visual structure of usage.
Temporal structural features of smartphone usage have been used to study screen addiction ((Lin et al., 2015), attention and multitasking (Oulasvirta et al., 2005), and arousal in
relation to the screen (Yeykelis et al., 2014). Here they include overall time spent using
the phone, average duration of screen inactivity, and total number of usage sessions. Each
of these three features reﬂects overall usage, which we expect to differ across locations in
line with contextually determined parameters that inﬂuence the utility of the smartphone.
Visual structure refers to the arrangement of pixel hue and brightness on the screen; we
measure it here by the image entropy (Shannon, 1948; Yang et al., 2019; Zheng et al.,
2009).1 We expect image entropy to vary across locations when device usage is driven
by the user rather than the interface. We proxy that difference here by examining
usage occurring after many seconds of screen activity, thus excluding quick interfacedriven behavior like checking the screen for notiﬁcations.
These four structural features are commensurable across locations and agnostic to particular applications and levels of analysis, and lead us to our ﬁrst set of hypotheses:
H1. Smartphone usage behaviors are expected to differ across geographically distinct
groups of smartphone users in both temporal and visual structural features, including:
H1a. Overall screen time;
H1b. Total number of smartphone sessions (equivalently, “screen unlocks”);
H1c. Average time between smartphone usage sessions;
H1d. Image entropy of screenshots captured later in continuous smartphone usage.
Localization also applies to user engagement with content and activities. The vignettes
above demonstrate that particular applications or behaviors are a poor way to measure
and compare user activities, but the prevalence of broad categories of activity can be usefully compared across groups. One such category that we anticipate to be localized is
social media. While all subjects in our study used social media in some form (reﬂecting
a trend among virtually all smartphone users), the manner in which social media ﬁt into
their lives depended on the affordances of the apps preferred in their group. This leads to
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an expectation of localization in the degree to which social media is used. Therefore, we
have our next hypothesis:
H2. Smartphone usage behaviors are expected to differ among groups of smartphone
users sampled from Myanmar, China, and the United States in their use of social
media.

Homogenization
Although the selection and sequencing of media content are undoubtedly more individualized than ever, the manner in which users access content is increasingly homogeneous
(Humphreys et al., 2018). Smartphones are built according to standardized designs
(e.g., standard iOS systems and hardware parameters and design of iPhones) that are
intended to elicit standardized behaviors in consumers (Jenkins, 2004; Mansell, 2017).
Hence, homogenization of smartphone usage style is driven by the top-down standardization of smartphones intended to streamline and optimize user experience (Goggin,
2010), and by bottom-up user adaptation to the smartphone’s affordances for the universal goal of easy communication (Smith & Kantor, 2008). Companies are economically
incentivized to continually simplify the smartphone format into forms that are intuitive
globally, and these standardized designs scale as companies acquire larger shares of
the global market (Goggin, 2010; Langley & Leyshon, 2017; Price, 2002; Sparks,
2012; West, 2019). Standardization of media format shrinks the scope of how information is produced and consumed (Goggin, 2010). Thus, perhaps counterintuitively, the
advent of ﬂexible devices that superﬁcially enable fragmentation of tasks and content
may catalyze homogenization (Mansell, 2012, 2017).
In behaviors that are more closely tied to the standardized interface, we do not expect
to ﬁnd differences across distinct groups. That is, there are universal characteristics of
smartphone usage that we do not expect to be moderated by contextually determined
parameters, but instead to be relatively homogeneous. As with our examination of localization, we focus on structural features of smartphone usage. Here we focus on the
average duration of smartphone usage sessions and the relative frequency of usage sessions of varying durations. Note that smartphone sessions are ﬂeeting time spans measurable in seconds, often occurring out of habit, and rarely intended to last for a
predetermined period of time (Reeves et al., 2021). Hence, the average session duration
is not dependent on overall usage time nor overall utility, and so we do not expect such a
feature to be moderated by location (Shepard et al., 2011). Rather, such a behavior would
reﬂect homogenization. We also expect the visual structure of smartphone usage to be
homogeneous across distinct groups during usage that is likely driven by the interface.
Mirroring our localization hypothesis H1d, we proxy interface-driven behavior by comparing screen activity occurring early in smartphone usage sessions, and proxy visual
structure with image entropy. Therefore, we have our next hypothesis:
H3. Smartphone usage behaviors are not expected to have signiﬁcant differences
among groups of smartphone users sampled from Myanmar, China, and the United
States in:
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H3a. Average session duration;
H3b. Rapidity of session durations, measured by the power-law exponent that best
matches their intra-individual distribution;
H3c. Image entropy of screenshots captured early in continuous smartphone usage.

Mirroring our expectation of localization of social media prevalence in H2, we expect
relative homogeneity in activities more closely related to the interface and elicited behaviors. Here we focus on typing. Typing behavior reﬂects the level of interactivity and production behaviors during smartphone sessions (Cho, 2020). The interface tools by which
smartphone users produce text (i.e., the keyboard) are strikingly uniform across devices,
software, and alphabets, and we do not expect structured differences in the desire or
ability to produce textual content or to communicate interpersonally.
H4: Smartphone usage behaviors are not expected to have signiﬁcant differences
among groups of smartphone users sampled from Myanmar, China, and the United
States in typing behaviors.

Data and method
Data
Our data consist of week-long screenshot corpi from smartphone users in Myanmar,
China, and the United States, three dramatically different smartphone environments in
terms of economic resources, technological history, language, and more (Ling et al.,
2017; Mansell, 2017; Price, 2002; Yu, 2017). These distinct contexts are suited to
detect localization in smartphone usage and provide a hard test in a search for
homogeneity.
Myanmar’s Internet and telephone penetration rates rapidly increased from near-zero
levels to .9 mobile subscriptions per capita from 2012 to 2017 (International
Telecommunication Union [ITU], n.d.). However, local content was relatively scarce
and suffered from non-standardized language encoding (Leong, 2017). In 2017, China
had a 48% smartphone penetration rate (Statista, 2019a), a ﬂourishing domestic app ecosystem, an extensive online censorship regime (King et al., 2013, 2014; Wu & Taneja,
2016), and a broad array of uses for the smartphone (Taneja & Wu, 2014). The
leading Chinese social networking app, WeChat, dominates as a mobile services hub
and communication platform (Montag et al., 2018). The United States, with smartphone
penetration at 76% (Statista, 2019b), has long led media design (Hoskins & Mirus, 1988),
and its technology and content have diffused globally (Price, 2002; Schiller, 1976).
Smartphone infrastructure in China and Myanmar reﬂects this diffusion: from the
design of the smartphone to the standardized nature of social media, and in Myanmar,
a U.S.-based app ecosystem centered on Facebook (Leong, 2017). Meanwhile, China
has grown its cultural and technological inﬂuence over neighbors (including
Myanmar), with Chinese smartphones ﬂooding the market (Leong, 2017; Sparks,
2012). The result is that these three states host mutually distinct smartphone environments, shaped by unique combinations of political and economic forces.
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Subjects in the United States were recruited from greater Chicago, New York, and Los
Angeles. Subjects in Myanmar were recruited from greater Yangon. Subjects from China
were university students from a number of metropolitan areas. Demographics and
summary statistics are displayed in Table 1. The statistical tests that follow leverage
the variation associated with the media environments of these three sampling sources
in order to study homogenization and localization in smartphone usage. We emphasize
that our intent is not to treat these samples, or our conclusions, as representative of
any of these three nations, and our ﬁndings do not describe the experience of the
typical smartphone user in any country. The speciﬁc locations or populations from
which we sample our subjects are not of direct relevance to our outcomes.
Our screenshot data were collected using the Screenomics framework (Reeves et al.,
2021). As approved by our Institutional Review Board, subjects installed a custom-built
application on their own smartphone devices.2 The software passively captures, encrypts,
and uploads a time-stamped screenshot every 5 s as subjects go about their daily lives.
Though few studies have used logs to examine cross-national variation in smartphone
usage (Mehrotra et al., 2017; Qin et al., 2018), smartphone logs allow unprecedented
granularity and applicability when studying subtle behaviors (Harari et al., 2016), far
beyond what self-reports can capture (Boase & Ling, 2013; Kobayashi & Boase, 2012;
Reeves et al., 2020), without requiring the artiﬁciality of laboratory research (Reeves
et al., 1986; Rothschild et al., 1986). Screenshot collections go beyond other logging
techniques because screenshots allow content analysis and visual analysis that is agnostic
to app choices (Brinberg et al., 2020).
Demographic information was collected via surveys: all subjects are over 18 years of
age and each is the sole user of only one Android smartphone. Each subject installed the
application in mid-2017. One continuous week of data is selected from each individual
that began at least 30 min after app installation and ended 7 days thereafter. Figure 1
visualizes one day of activity from each subject, illustrating the granularity and variability
of smartphone usage. Due to the complexity of recruiting subjects into this research, our
cross-sectional N is relatively small; we address this limitation statistically with multiple
robustness checks and discuss limitations in the Conclusion section.

Table 1. Sample summary statistics at the subject level and screenshot level

n
Age (minimum, median, maximum)
Percent female
Smartphone usage: one week, per-person averages
Individual’s number of screenshots
Individual’s total hours
Individual’s number of sessions
Individual’s mean gap duration, seconds
Individual’s mean session duration, seconds
Individual’s session rapidity score

China

Myanmar

United States

47
19, 21, 34
38%
China
29,620
40.6
3400
201
73
1.44

19
20, 28, 35
47%
Myanmar
11,297
15.7
1284
400
47
1.40

82
21, 34, 47
51%
United States
16,309
22.7
2340
281
42
1.49
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Figure 1. Visualization of subjects’ smartphone screen activity throughout randomly selected
24-h periods, starting and ending at midnight. Each vertical column represents a subject; white
space represents screen inactivity.

Structural variables
Based on our theory, we use ﬁve temporal variables derived from the longitudinal record
of our data, summarized in Table 1, as well as two variables derived from image entropy.
These variables capture a range of behaviors, reﬂecting varying levels of inﬂuence from
contextually determined parameters versus the standardized interface. See Supplemental
Appendix B for mathematical formulae.
Total hours of screentime. Overall screen time is one measure of the prevalence of the
smartphone in the user’s life. In our data, screenshots are captured at 5-s intervals
while the screen is active. We report total screen time in hours (in one week) for
interpretability.
Number of sessions. The frequency of smartphone use can vary even with ﬁxed total hours
of usage (Oulasvirta et al., 2012). We measure frequency via the total number of sessions
of smartphone usage. Following previous research, a single session is deﬁned as a period
of continuous screen activity (Oulasvirta et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2018) bounded by any
gap in the 5-s interval.
Mean gap duration. This measures how long an individual typically refrains from activating the smartphone screen, on average (Peng et al., 2020; van Berkel et al., 2016). For
each subject, this is computed by subtracting total screen time from the 168-h week,
and dividing by the total number of sessions in the week.
Mean session duration. We compute each subject’s average session duration by dividing
total screen time by the number of sessions over the week, and converting into seconds.
This metric captures how many seconds the smartphone screen holds the user’s attention,
on average.
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Session rapidity. Most sessions are incredibly short, often under 30 s long (Reeves et al.,
2021; van Berkel et al., 2016). The tendency for short sessions is captured using a powerlaw curve (Zhu et al., 2018). Speciﬁcally, a power-law curve is ﬁt to each individual’s
histogram of session durations, and we use the best-ﬁtting exponent as a “rapidity
score.” Higher levels of rapidity indicate that the distribution of sessions is more
tightly clustered at the shortest durations.
Image entropy and session depth. To measure visual structure, we compute the image
entropy of each screenshot; see Figure 2 for an illustration of image entropy in screenshots. We then create two subject-level image entropy metrics based on the session
depth of each screenshot, which is the time spent “thus far” in a single smartphone
usage session. The ﬁrst metric is the average image entropy of screenshots captured
early in continuous smartphone usage, which we operationalize as no more than 30 s
into continuous smartphone usage. The second is the average image entropy of screenshots captured later in continuous smartphone usage. Thirty seconds is less than the
mean session length in our data, but it is also a sufﬁcient duration for a user to
conduct habitual behaviors guided by the user interface.
For each of the seven metrics, two statistical tests are conducted to examine differences across the three samples. We use a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to
test against the null that the three samples have the same mean. The second test is a
bootstrap-based Anderson-Darling (AD) test, which tests against the null that the three
samples are drawn from the same distribution (Scholz & Stephens, 1987; Stephens,
1974). Because the sample is fairly small and unmatched,3 we use subsetting to ensure
robustness against the particular characteristics of our subjects. Each statistical test is
recomputed using 12 subsets of data, according to 3 separate conditions: outlier trimming, age bracketing, and gender separation. Outliers are any subject >3 standard deviations from the sample mean on any metric (separately for our 5 temporal and 2 visual
metrics). The aim of this strategy is to demonstrate consistency in ﬁndings in the face
of varied approaches to analysis rather than to deduce the speciﬁc outcome of each speciﬁc test. Results from ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions of each temporal metric

Figure 2. Image entropy in screenshots; standardization is within all screenshots in our data. For
privacy, these images were created by the authors, corresponding closely to genuine images in the
data.
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on subsample origin, demographic features, and interactions are available in
Supplemental Appendix C.

Experiential categories as content variable
Materials on the smartphone screen can be sorted into meaningful categories, which can
provide insight into cross-cultural comparison on content (Goggin, 2010; Reeves et al.,
2021). To build on existing research without biasing our ﬁndings in a particular direction,
we compare mobile behaviors in different contexts by clustering content into broad
experiential categories. Learning content features through establishing experiential categories given the massive scale of our dataset renders human annotation of on-screen
content or behavior infeasible. To overcome this constraint, we combine unsupervised
image clustering and human validation to derive and compare experiential content categories—that is, content that can reasonably be found in most smartphone users’
records, and identiﬁed based on visual structure.
Unsupervised learning has been increasingly employed in visual analysis, as it can
uncover visual patterns without predeﬁned categories (Guérin et al., 2017; Peng T. Q.,
2021). Following Peng Y (2021), we ﬁrst applied transfer learning to extract visual features of all screenshots within each subsample, using the VGG16-hybrid1365 pre-trained
deep learning network (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014). This procedure outputs a feature
array for each screenshot, which is a high-dimension coordinate vector capturing hundreds of values describing the composition of the screenshot.4 We then used standard
K-means clustering to group the feature arrays. To derive and compare content categories
that are commensurable across subsamples, we took a two-step validation approach. First,
we ran the model with K clusters, setting K = 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40. For each
K-clustering solution, we randomly sampled 20 images from each cluster, and tagged
these images by hand by describing what exactly was on-screen. After this ﬁrst pass,
we identiﬁed 10 categories that were internally coherent and mutually distinct: (a)
social media usage; (b) mobile gaming; (c) music; (d) websites; (e) typing (i.e., producing
text by having the keyboard shown on-screen, generally in chats); (f) full-screen image
(as in watching a video or viewing a photograph); (g) full-screen text content (e.g.,
reading e-book); (h) maps; (i) short message service (SMS)/calls/emails; (j) phone
setting screens (e.g., lock screens, home screens, and transitional screens). We then relabeled sampled screenshots of each cluster in each K-clustering solution into these 10
categories.
As our goal was to most accurately classify each of the 2.9 million screenshots into
one of these 10 categories, we next determined the accuracy of each K-solution.
Accuracy was measured according to the internal consistency of clusters. If our
sampled clusters are internally consistent, we can feel conﬁdent that automated labeling
of screenshots is reasonable and reliable. To do this, for every cluster sample of 20
screenshots, we manually calculated the proportion out of 20 that fell into one majority
category. For example, if a cluster contains 16 out of 20 screenshots portraying social
media behaviors, the majority category should be “social media” and the score will be
80% (16/20). This generated a score of up to 100% (20 out of 20 randomly sampled
screenshots belonging to a single category). For each K-solution, we averaged these
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per-cluster scores across clusters. We then compared K-solutions according to this
average score. For each country subsample, the highest-scored K-solution determined
the K number of clusters to ultimately use in labeling all screenshots from that subsample.5 This whole process resulted in 35 clusters for the Chinese subsample, 40 for the U.S.
subsample, and 25 for the Myanmar subsample.6 Finally, we applied the content category
labeling each cluster to all screenshots assigned to that cluster in each country subsample.

Results
Localization in temporal and visual structural factors
According to Hypotheses 1a to 1c, three temporal metrics are expected to reﬂect localization differences across subsamples: total screen time, number of sessions, and average
gap duration. Figure 3 plots total hours of screen time. The left panel of Figure 3 plots
the mean and variance, while the right panel shows the entire distribution of each
country sample, including subsets of the data as robustness checks. Samples are coded
by color: the sample drawn from China in red, the sample drawn from the United
States in blue, and the sample drawn from Myanmar in green. The left panel of
Figure 3 shows that the mean hours of smartphone usage is highest in the sample
drawn from China, averaging 40.6 h in the whole dataset, followed by the sample
drawn from the United States, averaging 21.5 h in the whole dataset, and is lowest in
the sample drawn from Myanmar, averaging 15.7 h. Across all subsets of data, the
sample drawn from China shows the greatest screen time, followed by subjects in the
United States, and then by subjects sampled from Myanmar. The means and variances

Figure 3. Total hours of smartphone usage over one week, compared across locations in multiple
subsets. p-values for Anderson-Darling tests of distributional differences are shown in red text
(≤0.05) or black text (>0.05).
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differ because of substantial differences in distribution (right panel). The majority of subjects sampled from Myanmar were on their phones for less than 30 h per week, while
numerous subjects sampled in China exceeded 50 h per week.
Figure 4 shows a similar pattern for the number of sessions. The sample drawn from
China exhibits the highest average number of usage sessions at 3400, followed by the
sample from the United States at 2178, and then the sample from Myanmar at 1284
(left panel). The sample from China exhibits the most sessions, across all subsets.
Each sample’s distribution of session counts is multimodal (right panel), but the
sample drawn from China exhibits a consistently higher centroid than that of the
sample drawn from Myanmar or the United States.
As for average gap durations, Figure 5 shows that the sample drawn from Myanmar
averages about 7 min (440 s), versus about 5 min in the United States (307 s), and less
than 4 min in China (201 s) using the full dataset. The sample drawn from Myanmar consistently exhibits the highest average gap duration across subsets (left panel). Notably, the
typical amount of time that a subject in the sample drawn from Myanmar refrains from
activating the phone screen is more than twice as long as that for a subject in the
sample drawn from China. The maximum average gap duration in the entire sample is
only 41 min for a member of the sample from China. Most subjects in the sample
from China have an average gap duration of under 2 min (right panel). The sample
from China thus has a much lower variance in average gap duration than do the
samples from Myanmar and the United States.
As for visual structural features, Hypothesis 1d predicted that subjects’ image entropy
occurring later in usage sessions would be localized. The results generally support this
hypothesis. In Figure 6, we perform the statistical tests on subjects’ average image

Figure 4. Total number of smartphone usage sessions over one week, compared across locations
in multiple subsets. p-values for Anderson-Darling tests of distributional differences are shown in
red text (≤0.05) or black text (>0.05).
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Figure 5. In-person average duration of gaps in smartphone usage, in seconds, over one week,
compared across locations in multiple subsets. p-values for Anderson-Darling tests of
distributional differences are shown in red text (≤0.05) or black text (>0.05).

Figure 6. Image entropy computed over a week of screenshots captured after the ﬁrst 30 s of a
session, compared across locations in multiple subsets. p-values for Anderson-Darling tests of
distributional differences are shown in red text (≤0.05) or black text (>0.05).

entropy of screenshots captured deeper than 30 s into sessions. We ﬁnd that subjects’
image entropy later in the session is statistically signiﬁcantly different across most subsamples, in line with the expectation that users sort into localized apps and behaviors,
with differing levels of image entropy.
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Homogenization: similarity in average session duration, session rapidity, and
image entropy earlier in usage sessions
Hypotheses 3a and 3b predicted a lack of difference in average session duration and
rapidity. The results generally support these hypotheses. Average session durations
are not signiﬁcantly different across samples at the 5% threshold, as shown in
Figure 7. Speciﬁcally, the average session duration falls between 40 s and 50 s
across virtually all further subsets. Three notable outliers are in the sample drawn
from China, but differences in the three samples are not signiﬁcant when using the
full sample, nor when using any subsets thereof (right panel). With outliers
removed, average session durations are similarly distributed between 20 s and 80 s
across the 3 subsamples.
Figure 8 shows that rapidity scores are not signiﬁcantly different across the three
subsamples at the 5% threshold. Rapidity scores fall between 1.4 and 1.6 across
subsets. This indicates that phone usage most commonly occurs in bursts of short sessions, with rare instances of sustained usage (left panel). The sample drawn from the
United States exhibits a rightward skew; this is also evident in the mean differences of
the age subsets in the left panel. These higher rapidity scores among subjects in the
sample drawn from the United States do not meet the outlier criteria, and they represent a pattern of usage with virtually no sessions longer than a couple of minutes,
despite frequent smartphone use. In contrast, the lower rapidity scores indicate a
broader intra-individual distribution of session durations, often lasting longer than a
couple of minutes.

Figure 7. Average session duration over one week, in seconds, compared across locations in
multiple subsets. p-values for Anderson-Darling tests of distributional differences are shown in red
text (≤0.05) or black text (>0.05).
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Figure 8. Session rapidity scores computed over a week, compared across locations in multiple
subsets. p-values for Anderson-Darling tests of distributional differences are shown in red text
(≤0.05) or black text (>0.05).

Figure 9. Image entropy computed over a week in screenshots captured in the ﬁrst 30 s of a
session, compared across locations in multiple subsets. p-values for Anderson-Darling tests of
distributional differences are shown in red text (≤0.05) or black text (>0.05).

Hypothesis 3c predicts that image entropy earlier in usage sessions would be homogeneous. The results generally support this hypothesis. As shown in Figure 9, image
entropy before 30 s is not signiﬁcantly different across samples at the 5% threshold. In
other words, it shows the homogeneity in habitual mobile phone usage. Each subsample
has a wide range of typical image entropy at shallow session depth.
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Homogenization and localization in experiential content categories
Table 2 shows the average proportion of screenshots among users in each subsample on
10 on-screen behaviors, along with p-value results from one-way ANOVA testing. We
ﬁnd signiﬁcant differences across subsamples in seven behaviors and no such differences
in three behaviors. Within these 10 categories, we focus on the 2 expectations of our
Hypotheses 2 and 4. These two categories are well represented across subsamples,
owing to their deﬁnitional broadness and reasonably universal utility, and present an
interesting highlight of homogenization and localization.
While ample social media use is common in all three subsamples, a full 52.1% of
screenshots in Myanmar were classiﬁed as social media, reﬂecting Facebook’s wellknown dominance in that media environment (Leong, 2017). Likewise, 41.2% of screenshots in China were classiﬁed as social media, reﬂecting the dominance of social media
like WeChat and Weibo in China. Only a quarter of smartphone screenshots in the United
States were taken up by social media. In contrast, typing is very homogeneous across
groups. In the United States, China, and Myanmar subsamples, the keyboard is present
on screen for roughly 14% of total screenshots, and is the most homogeneous behavior
out of all those detected by our algorithm.

Discussion and conclusion
Through analyzing moment-by-moment screenshot log data, this study shows that localization and homogenization are both reﬂected in smartphone usage. Across our three distinct groups, we ﬁnd signiﬁcant differences in multiple structural measures of overall
usage, which falls in line with expectations of localization according to contextually
determined parameters. In contrast, we ﬁnd homogeneity in smartphone behaviors comparatively more driven by the standardized interface, focused on the speed and pacing of
smartphone usage sessions. Likewise, the visual structure of smartphone usage is distinct
across groups only after an initial period of presumably routine screen interaction. We
Table 2. Average proportions of screenshots in each of 10 categories, per national subsample,
with p-values from one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) testing.
Category

China

Myanmar

United States

ANOVA p-value

Full screen image
Full screen text
Keyboard
Maps
Mobile gaming
Music
Phone setting screens
SMS/calls/emails
Social media usage
Websites

0.13
0.14
0.12
0.00
0.04
0.01
0.13
0.00
0.43
0.00

0.08
0.00
0.14
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.19
0.05
0.52
0.00

0.09
0.00
0.13
0.04
0.11
0.00
0.19
0.09
0.24
0.10

0.08
0.00∗∗∗
0.82
0.00∗∗∗
0.001∗∗∗
0.08
0.00∗∗
0.00∗∗∗
0.00∗∗∗
0.00∗∗∗

∗

p ≤ 0.05; ∗∗ p ≤ 0.01; ∗∗∗ p ≤ 0.001.
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also ﬁnd that user location moderates the degree to which social media dominates smartphone usage (as well as behaviors like mobile gaming and map usage), which follows
logically from known characteristics of the three mobile ecosystems. This contrasts
with interestingly homogeneous patterns of text production across subsamples.
Altogether, multiple measurement styles have identiﬁed the same point: homogenization
and localization are simultaneously present in smartphone usage.
We contribute a theoretical distinction in identifying the variable that determines
whether localization or homogenization will dominate in a particular aspect of smartphone
usage: the relevance of contextually determined parameters, relative to the interface and the
behaviors it elicits. Substantively, the structural similarity we ﬁnd in session durations and
other granular behaviors adds a new layer of support to scholars critical of homogenization
and its potential effects on global citizens. Mansell (2017) and others describe the imposition of homogeneous American values through the spread of new media. Insofar as new
media structure the psychological and social experience of time (Kaun et al., 2016),
there may be a global standardization of the experience of time that results from the use
of a standard device. Future research could directly investigate the extent to which user
interface design and temporal processing interact with one another. In particular, longerlasting samples could better measure the slow dynamic processes of homogenization and
localization, building on the general description we offer here.
This paper also makes methodological contributions to mobile studies. The data collection method and sample used in this study offer possibilities for future empirical social
science research regarding the smartphone. The Screenomics framework complements
survey research with granular behavioral data that cannot easily be self-reported. Future
research can leverage this framework to understand mobile phone usage of people in
more diverse contexts and social status. The synthesis of unsupervised learning on visual
elements, transfer learning, and human validation also represents the potential of employing
computational methods and the importance of the image-as-data framework (Joo et al.,
2018; Zhang & Pan, 2019) in understanding mobile behaviors. More studies in mobile
communication can employ these approaches to derive user behaviors from mobile
image data and improve these methods to ﬁt in different research scenarios.
As smartphone-logging technology becomes more accessible to researchers, observational data collection is increasingly scalable, widening the scope of future research.
Future research would employ larger cross-sectional samples without sacriﬁcing the richness afforded by screen recording, as this would potentially build more accurate representations of cultures and subcultures. The contextually determined parameters that underlie
our hypotheses were left unenumerated in our study, and may be rooted in many different
demographic or environmental variations present across our three samples, or their interactions. We hope the methods and results of this study provide a starting point for future
research to capture a more complete picture of the moderating factors in the structure of
device usage.
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Notes
1. In other research, image entropy has been linked to engagement, attention, recall, and even perception of time (Palumbo et al., 2014; Tuch et al., 2009).
2. A modiﬁcation was made for Chinese smartphones, which avoided using any banned Google
services (see Supplemental Appendix A).
3. Matching on age and gender resulted in non-convergence; other demographic variables are
incommensurable.
4. As the feature output of each image yields 4,096 dimensions, to facilitate faster computation, we
de-dimensionalized each feature vector using the principal component analysis, and kept the ﬁrst
481 factors, which retains more than 80% of the variance for data in each country.
5. Note that one content category can dominate multiple clusters.
6. See Supplemental Appendix D for the average (Yang et al., 2019) cluster-consistency scores for
optimal Ks.
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